Cinderella Ball Next Friday: Lee Vincent to Serenade Lucky "Cindy"; Tickets Now on Sale

By HELEN M. KRACHENFELS

Once upon a time, there was a friendly little college, whose wistful and genial buildings stood peacefully on the banks of a winding river. All through the fall and winter, the students who attended this college were diligent scholars; they applied themselves faithfully to their studies. The campus was a happy place, away from their every clock or cup of coffee in the cafeteria. (Please note: the first paragraph is not relevant to the story.

But in the spring of the year, an astonishing change came over the college. The students were more often found strolling along the river bank, congregating by a favorite stone bench, (better known as the "gravestone") or just sitting in the library, where they really should have been. Now what of all the things that brought about this change in the students? It is hard to say. The change came from no one thing—but not little at all to them; the very healthiest and most wonderful month of the whole year was coming on May 14—the Cinderella Ball. This thought of the Ball was in everyone's mind, and there was no more popular topic of conversation than this.

Ten of the most beautiful, charming, and talented girls of the school had been chosen as candidates for the honor of attending the Ball—Cinderella. All of the young ladies were eagerly anticipating the Ball and wondering who would be the lucky one. Since this was a very important evening, Cinderella was to be chosen by the voting of all the students. Perhaps the Cinderella isn't as described above, but this year's Cinderella Ball promises to be every bit as enchanting as any storybook fairy tale. There will be terrific dreamy settings, with the orchestra, Lee Vincent, and really fancy dancing. Men will make you feel as if you are actually attending the original Cinderella Ball that you heard about in your nursery school.

One way to win the big personal prize of your parents’ hearts when they hear that the tickets can be purchased for a mere $2.95! To make it easier on Prince Charmant's wallet, a "no-courage" package will be sold. Simply register your name and pay the $2.95 fee at the box office. The dance will be held May 14, enjoy the best four hours of your life! There won't be a long wait for Cinderella either.

Parents Party to be Held Sunday: Band Concert, Tour to be Highlights

This Sunday, May 9, Wilkes College will be host to parents and friends at the third annual Open House and Band Concert. Sponsored by the faculty of Wilkes, this affair has been most successful in the past. Last year's attendance attracted more than 500 students. Under the able guidance of Mr. George Bolen, arrangements for Sunday's program have been completed.

Guided tours of the campus will begin at 2:30 P.M. from Chase Hall. At 4 the Wilkes College Band will present a concert at the gymnasium. After the concert, refreshments will be served, weather permitting, on Chase lawn. The women of Wilkes will be on hand with refreshments and souvenirs.

Student Council News

The Student Council met on Thursday, May 7, to discuss final plans for the Cinderella Ball. Newly elected members of the council were present for the meeting, and they did not act in an official capacity as yet. It is expected to be an excellent social event for the whole school.

Before the dance was discussed, the matter of the election for the Sophomore class was in the air. Yvonne Wall, Sophomore class president, was announced as the winner of the election, with a majority of 10 votes. The election for the Junior class is now being considered, and the results will be announced soon.

The Sophomore class is very proud of their officers, and they are looking forward to a successful year. During the year, they will be planning a variety of activities, such as student senate meetings, social events, and community service projects. The class officers are working hard to ensure that all students will have an opportunity to participate in the activities of the Sophomore class.

The Student Council officers are: President, Yvonne Wall; Vice President, Sarah Johnson; Secretary, Jennifer Smith; and Treasurer, Matthew Lee.

The council meets every other week, and all members are welcome to attend. The next meeting is scheduled for May 18, and all are encouraged to attend.

The council is looking for new members, and anyone interested in joining is encouraged to attend the meeting. The council officers are always happy to welcome new members and work with them to ensure that all students feel included and valued.

ATTENTION!

The Director of Student Activities, Mr. Robert Partridge, is now sending out forms to all heads of departments in the faculty and all presidents of classes or organizations on campus, upon which they are to indicate the dates they desire to use the gymnasium. The dates are subject to change, and the director of student activities will keep a record of all requests.

The council officers will be available to answer any questions or concerns that students may have about the council or its activities. They are always happy to help and support the students in any way they can.
**CIRCULATION**

Beverly Thomas
Robert Rogers
Jim Schell

**BEACON'S GRAB-BAG**

The members of the hunting party had been "specified" specifically to bring only male dogs. One member however, a woman, took a liking and insisted on bringing her. To preserve the peace, the others agreed to bring their dogs and the rest of the hunters enjoyed a more relaxing hunt.

The following hunters, confused by their meeting with a group of neighbors, thought they had seen the dog in question.

"Yes," he replied, "and it was the first time that I ever saw the fox.

We have a ban eskew, somehow in Australia, walked into a bank. There were no clerks, tellers, cashiers. Finally, he looked up and said, "I guess it was the best we could do." To teach them a lesson, he bribed the burglar alarm. They never moved, but the barber across the street came over with four beers.

A bore is one who is here today and here tomorrow.

**What sort of people does Bill have in the place?**

**A very emotional part. In the last six months that has reflected in our business.**

**Definition of a statistician: A relatively stable individual with both feet planted in mid-air.**

The difference between a married man and a bachelor is that when a bachelor walks the floor with a babe in his arms he is trying to explain how he has decided to marry her. Shela: Darling, did you ever try selling vacuum cleaners? Me: No, of course not.

Shel: Well, you'd better start now; that's my husband coming up the walk.

---

**HOMER’S HOPPERSCOTCH**

By IRY GELB

Many students have adopted a scientific method for attending exams. They take a short time for morning rituals and scrampers with the morning paper in an attempt to prepare themselves for the nearest bus or automobile.

The studious student approaches this examination in a different manner in regard to the effort. The time he takes to review his notes before the test shows exactly eight minutes to eight.

Many instructors begin their classes on time but the bell system is certainly not designed to be educational. Everything should be accomplished within a reasonable time, but the student is attacked by a tiny goblin that collapses our time schedule.

Homer heard the radio announcer in his dorm. "This is a new pace for the first time, Wilkes College Time."*

This is a specific appeal for the world that is in turmoil. They are a detriment to their health. We are a nation of skyscrapers and pills or remove the heavy steel doors.

The doors have cracked glass, an influence for surgery, and the group of students claim that the library needs a lock in the form of doors.

**Beware Beware!**

The alumni banquet was one of their ancient reflexes for the forth-coming baseball game on May 15.

The speaker at the assembly program slightly annoyed Homer. "As a gesture of my appreciation of your support to our baseball team on May 15, I am giving away this book to each student in attendance at our next assembly program. The book is a novel that I wrote for my own use and I am proud to speak on my political views on the future and educational conditions for the district."

The like-colored flowers around the campus, the books that spread beauty and that awe should pour from the brow. The library has been changed into a private place with books and fill the flask for that one time. A third floor is an uncannalized distance.

Have you ever carried one library book to the third floor? The library should be the life of the campus, and the possible dangers of its extinction should be considered with care. The third floor is an uncannalized distance.

There is a rule on campus that there are no corgi dogs for the Cinderella story, or any other story. Our students have always disobeyed this ruling from the student council.

This non-intervention is a limited spending account for the present. We have a policy of "don’t ask, don’t tell" even on the subject of Homer in care of the Beacon.

All informative letters will be carried to the third floor. We will be competing with the Washington Post and The Wall Street Journal.

**CNC PLANS BATCHET**

by Frederick Krohle

At their business and social meeting on Monday, April 26, in Chase lounge, the members of Cue 'n' Curtain discussed plans for their forthcoming bouquet. At the bouquet tournament for the best actress and actor, and the best script, producers, directors, and actors, they were awarded with the coveted top prizes.

The members of the Beaucon might be bowing more properly, but their life would be more like the life of Mr. Metzcalfe. We would like to see an assembly program in which both sides of various issues would be discussed, and we welcome it to the student body for consideration.

---

**METALEX**

Dull's Has 2 Headaches; Recession And McCarthy; Geneva to be Tough

By T. R. Pricn

The United States faces a first-class challenge in the conference—a disaster due to the disunity of France, Britain, and the U. S., as well as the unification of the two German states. In spite of this, declared Mr. John Metzcalfe, Tuesday's assembly speaker, "We can still achieve an atmosphere without danger of another global war does not appear around the corner, and the danger of it should appear only if there is an untenable international situation." His address was delivered in Geneva, without Berlin, and all the nations of the world today, notably Berlin, and all the nations of the world today, notably Berlin.

As the closing figure for President, of course, the speaker continued, one way of running for the presidency is to present an issue, but what McCarthy is trying to do is to present an issue with elements of the GOP and take control. An action that moderates consider would be disastrous, in view of the narrow balance of power. McCarthy has inflamed—therefore, even a great man, who has seen his dignity his chief executive to deal with the problem. As Chief Executive, this may be true, for politicians should be seen as a step above the role to which they have been elected.

Another is the death of Taft, whose integrity was never questioned by even his worst foe, and whose passing has left in the Senate an unfillable void.

These, then, perhaps, are the issues that will determine whether the time is now ripe for McCarthy. If he has the ability to employ the tactics of our time, only it is not possible—

Of course, there is such tremendous obstacles with which to deal, it is not unwise for the United States foreign policy is headed for disaster at Geneva—a disaster that is threatening the United States in general, and, in part, to Senator McCarthy.

In view of these things, conclud- ing the late Senator McCarthy and his party stand united, our whole foreign policy will crumble into the dust.

---

**CAMPUS CANDIDS**

Dr. Vujic: Unscientific knowledge edge is that picked up at one's mother's knee—and at other joints.

Dr. Rosenberg: (on the expectancy of children in parents in our age?) "Kids are a poor bet."

Dr. Davies: I've sometimes been asked to prepare for a tragic event. Of course, you realize preparation presupposes familiarity with the

---

**BEACON**
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---
Wilkes Beats Huskies, 9-5

Colonels ON THE ROAD FOR NEXT 2

By JACK CURTIS

The Wilkes baseball team completed its first road trip through Ohio by defeating nearby colleges, by stealing a pair of Bloomsburg Teachers College pitchers for 14 hits yesterday afternoon at Kirby Park. In their final game of the season, 9-5, over its arch rival.

Joe "Ty" Trosko of Wilkes pitched the 14-hit outing, a fantas-tic barrage compared to most past games this year, with a double and triple respectively. The two produced six hits between them.

While hitting-hungry aggretta-
ting the savage blasting were Eddie Davie, Donnie Fitz, and Ferris, each of whom produced a pair of singles.

Lanky Lefty Joe Sikora limited the Huskies from down-river showers. He was followed by Bob DiPilato in the fifth inning to put the Wilkes fifth inning to put the Colonels in the lead.

Hank Keller of the Cortland College pitchers actually pitched a fine game and was pronounced a fan-tastic barrage.

Despite a count of 14

in the ninth inning, the Colonels scored two

the first run. Jimmy McNew, who

Aquilino at third.

McNew has

the

Newfound

McNew,

ri-p
to the mound, making his first appearance in the hurler since his arm gave out in the third run.

The Colonels swelled on Pippin and Pieczonka in the first inning and added another in the third. The fifth inning was enough to send Kwiatkowski to the showers. He was followed by Bob DiPilato in the fifth inning to put the Wilkes hitters on the ropes.

The Colonels scored in the tenth inning to tie the game, 5-5. Joe Trosko and JIM FERRIS and Friend

TROSKO STELL TOP BATTER; FERRIS-BATRONZE PRESS FOR LEAD

JOE "TY" TROSKO

TROSKO TROSKO TROSKO TROSKO TROSKO

DIAMONDMEN DUNKED

BY JACK CURTIS

Colonnels Collect

14 Hits; McNew's Reliefs Saves Day

Susquehanna U.

Host Saturday:

At Cortland Tues.

By AL JETER

Wilkes hits the road for its next two games hoping that its momentum will continue. The Colonels are playing tonic for the Colonels. Saturday's game will pit the Blue and Gold against Stony Brook, the latter's home grounds, and next Tuesday will see the diamondmen journey to Cortland.

Bob Partridge, the ever hopeful, will have his pitching staff accoun-
ted for the return of McNew plus Joe Sikora.

McNew, one of last year's "old Reliable," had won his previous five games since opening day with a real lead arm. But that arm has undergone a flipper a real last week in the game and was pronoun-
ced back in the lineup.

If his arm holds up, McNew should have no trouble making the start for the remainder of the season.

Bill Henderson, who is due for a surprise last week when Joe Sikora made his first trip to the mound, will also get the start. The steady leftyender gave a fine performance against Coach Partridge and announced that the pitcher for Plymouth State was excellent before final day.

But he didn't see just half over the Colonels can only boast of two losing pitchers above the three hundred mark. Cloutin' Joe Trosko leads the pack with 177.50.home and all around and is currently enjoying an outstanding year.

Ferris Affire

Hitting in line with a .332 average is shortstop Ferris. Starting this year, the shortstop has been catching fire in the last few games. Ferris has been a man with power at the plate, hitting a couple of home runs all year as well as being a big man in the field.

Ben Batroney holds down the number three spot in the plate order. His average has been in the range of .350 for a good part of the season. But he has had his moments in the field, and the Colonels have been able to use their other players as well.

The Colonels hitters are hitting on a regular basis, and there are no weak spots in the lineup. The Colonels have been able to use their other players as well.
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May 19 to be Red Letter Day

Wilkes College blood donor day will fall upon May 19, Mr. Robert Partridge, Wilkes Director of Student Activities, announced Wednesday. Donations will be taken at the regular blood bank establishment in the American Red Cross building on the east side of South Franklin Street (just a few doors down, and on the opposite side of the street, from Studentante). Blood donor registration forms may be obtained from club or class presidents, or from Mr. Partridge. In the past, Partridge noted, there has been considerable competition among the various campus clubs for the honor of donating the highest number of pints, the honoree going in recent years to the donors from the Biology and Letterman’s clubs. Partridge declared that he fully expected to see the students exhibit the same willing spirit in this month’s drive.

Bob Dymond Joins Harmonaires Quartet

A third athlete has joined the popular local quartet of Wilkes students, the Harmonaires. He is Bob Dymond, a member of the football team for three years, who is the new bass of the four men of note.

Tener Norr Chasnowsky is also a member of the grid team and Jack Crie, head, plays soccer. Dick Grable, baritone and guitarist, is expected to join the other three on the Colonial sports scene next fall. He has notified Coach Bob Partridge that he will report for soccer.

Dymond had his initiation under fire with the singing group last week at Meyers High School auditorium, in a minute sponsored by the St. Joseph’s Monastery.

JETTER’S JOTTINGS

days earlier than planned. The last game with Susquehanna has been canceled due to the fact that both schools have final exams on that day. Can’t really think of a better reason! Bob Partridge tips us that the trip to Susquehanna this Saturday will be well worth while for people that enjoy scenery. The campus at Selinsgrove is rated as one of the nicest in the state. Beside that, there is a ball game starting at 1:00. Why not get a breath of fresh air, you with cars, bring a friend, or anything.

Rumors reaching us say that Jim Moss enjoys being hit on the head. Seems to help his hitting, or flattens the ball, or splits bats, or something anyway. Just a rumor ya know, not a license to go running after Jimmy with heavy, blust instruments; he’s out of season.

The Neil Tartel fan club, consisting of Neil Tartel, or as it Tartel, threatens us with violence if the boy’s name doesn’t match print. What is it they call him now—"My Batting Practice" or something like that?